Monday 27th April

20.00 Registration at Hilton Cyprus Hotel (Kantara Room)

20.30 - 22.00 Reception at Hilton Cyprus Hotel (Kantara Room)
Welcome by Stavros A. ZENIOS, Rector of the University of Cyprus and UNICA President

Tuesday 28th April - University of Cyprus
Venue: Senate Room

8.30 Departure from Hilton Cyprus Hotel (bus transfer)

9.00 - 9.10 Welcome by Gregory MAKRIDES, Director of Research and International Relations, University of Cyprus

9.10 - 9.15 Adoption of the agenda, minutes of Paris IRO meeting 2008, minutes of CP meeting Prague.
Ake NAGRELIUS, IRO Observer to the UNICA Steering Committee

SESSION 1 : UNICA PROJECTS & INITIATIVES
Chaired by Ake NAGRELIUS, University of Stockholm

9.15-10.30 UNICA “fresh-up” : projects and initiatives
General introduction on UNICA Policy by Stavros A. ZENIOS President of UNICA
EC projects, UNICA Work Programme
Discussion

10.30-11.00 Coffee break

11.00-13.00 How to reshape International Relations Offices, by Filip Callewaert, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Internationalization at home: “Mobility without travelling?”, by Ursula HANS, Humboldt University of Berlin

13.00-14.30 Lunch (University Cafeteria)

SESSION 2 : PARALLEL WORKSHOPS & DISCUSSION
Chaired by Lucas Zinner, University of Vienna
Venue: University of Cyprus, Senate Room and Meeting Rooms 114, 117 and 140

14.30-16.30 Parallel workshops (Please see attachment)

16.30-17.00 Coffee Break

17.00-18.00 Discussion and Conclusion (Senate Room)

18.00 Departure to Hilton Cyprus Hotel (bus transfer)

20.00 Departure from Hilton Cyprus Hotel (bus transfer)

20.30 Dinner at Irinia Tavern

22.30 Departure to Hilton Hotel Cyprus (bus transfer)

Wednesday 29th April - Hilton Cyprus Hotel

SESSION 3 : Part I: MOBILITY
Chaired by Gregory MAKRIDES, University of Cyprus

9.00 - 10.30 Teaching mobility and Student Placements, an opportunity to enhance cooperation
Renato Girelli, Representative from DG EAC, European Commission

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee break

SESSION 3 : Part II: GENERAL DISCUSSION
Chaired by Ake Nagrelius, University of Stockholm

11.00 - 13.00 Various business, communications by the members presentation and discussion

13.00-14.15 Lunch at Hilton Cyprus Hotel

14.30 Departure from Hilton Cyprus Hotel (bus transfer)

14.30-17.30 Social Programme: Tour in Nicosia